Phenomenon of moral distress through the aspect of interpretive interactionism.
Most previous studies on moral distress focused on the factors that cause moral distress, paying inadequate attention to the moral conflict of nurses' values, the physician-nurse power hierarchy, and the influence of the culture. To analyze the main causes for moral distress with interpretive interactionism. A qualitative study was adopted. Through purposeful sampling, 32 nurses from 12 different departments were chosen as the samples. Approval from the Institutional Review Board of the Kaohsiung Medical University Hospital. Moral distress is likely to occur in the following clinical situations: patients have no idea about their diseases; the medical decisions fail to meet the optimum benefit of patients; and patients with terminal cancers are not given a proper death. The reason why nurses become trapped in moral distress is that they fail to achieve moral goodness. Inadequate confidence, the physician-nurse power hierarchy, and the Oriental culture affect nurses' goodness-based intention for patients, which deteriorates moral distress. The main cause for moral distress is the moral goodness of nurses. If nurses' goodness-based intention for patients is inconsistent with the moral objective of achieving optimum benefit for patients, it leads to moral distress. Culture is an essential background factor of care for patients. In the Oriental culture, family members influence patients' right to know about their diseases, the choice of treatment, and patients' autonomy of not receiving cardio-pulmonary resuscitation. This results in moral distress in medical care. The occurrence of moral distress demonstrates that nurses have moral characteristics such as goodness and caring. It is suggested that appropriate educational strategies can be adopted to weaken the power hierarchy between physicians and nurses and enhance nurses' confidence and cultural sensitivity, so as to reduce the moral distress of nurses.